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HOTEL V
FIZEAUSTRAAT 
Fizeaustraat 2 
1097 SC Amsterdam 
 
+31 (0)20 6623233 
stay@hotelv.nl

Book your room with 10% discount
Use code: modefabriek

UMOB
MOBILITY PARTNER 
At umob, our goal is to give you the freedom to move. 
How? We make it super easy to travel in just one app. We 
believe in clean, easy, and affordable rides for everyone. 
Sustainable mobility should be for everyone! That’s our 
mission.

How do we do this? We combine all existing forms of 
mobility and operators in one app to ride them all. This 
creates one seamless experience for everything available on 
the streets. Not bad, right?

Get 20 euro discount with code: modefabriek



MUSEUM 
TIPS   
JANUARY 2024

COBRA MUSEUM 

Sandbergplein 1 
1181 ZX Amstelveen
+31 (0)20 5475050
@cobramuseum

Exhibition:
MOØDe Anton Corbijn

FOAM 

Keizersgracht 609
1017 DS Amsterdam
+31 (0)20 551 6500
@foam_amsterdam

Exhibition:
Sleeping beauty - 
Carlijn Jacobs

20 January last day!

MOØDe © anton corbijn © Carlijn Jacobs

RIJKS MUSEUM 

Museumstraat 1
1071 XX Amsterdam
+31 (0)20 6747 000
@rijksmuseum

Exhibition:
Special collections

Photo by Elzo Bonam

FASHION FOR 

GOOD

Rokin 102
1012 KZ Amsterdam
+31 (0)20 261 9680
@fashionforgood

Exhibition:
News from the future



LUNCH 
SPOTS 

BAKERS & 
ROASTERS 

Eerste Jacob van 
Campenstraat 54
1072 BH Amsterdam
@bakersandroasters 

B&R is a New Zealand style cafe 
served with a heavy dose of Bra-
zil. The open kitchen produces all 
your favorite brunch dishes, fresh 
fruit salads, and kiwi-twisted ba-
ked goods all day long. All of our 
cakes are made in-house and our 
Ozone coffee is always served as 
doubles.

GERTRUDE

Bosboom 
Toussaintstraat 28-H
1054 AS Amsterdam
+31 (0)20 247 0013
@gertrudeamsterdam

COFFEE & 
COCONUTS

Ceintuurbaan 282
1072 GK Amsterdam
+31 (0)20 354 1104
@coffeecoconuts

CANTINE
DE CARON

Pazzanistraat 8
1014 DB Amsterdam
+31 (0)20 225 0059
@cantine_de_caron

@bakersandroasters@cantine_de_caron @gertrude



DINNER 
SPOTS 

TOSCANINI

Lindengracht 75 
1015 KD Amsterdam
+31  (0)20 623 2813
@toscaninirestaurant 

We use recipes from different 
Italian regions, often executed 
in the classic way, but also often 
with our own “twist”. Toscanini’s 
wine list is, apart from champag-
nes, completely Italian, with many 
hidden pearls of small producers. 
 
Closed on Sunday!

WATERGANG

Weteringstraat 41
1017 SM Amsterdam
+31 (0) 638678170
@restaurantwatergang 

We work with a variating surprise 
menu with 5 courses for €65,-.
We take allergies and dietary 
requirements into account, but 
unfortunately we cannot make 
our menu vegan.

KAAGMAN & 
KORTEKAAS

Sint Nicolaasstraat 43 
1012 NJ Amsterdam
+31  (0)20 2336544
@kaagmanenkortekaas 

The Private Dining of Kaagman 
& Kortekaas is the perfect place 
for a dinner or an evening with 
friends. Has an (open) kitchen, a 
dedicated brigade of chefs and 
its own team of waiters who are 
exclusively available.

@watergang @kaagmanenkortekaas

VIS AAN DE
SCHELDE

Scheldeplein 4
1078 GR Amsterdam
+31 (0) 20 6751583
@visaandeschelde 

The seafood restaurant that has 
been a culinary hotspot in 
Amsterdam for more than 23 
years. Our culinary passion is to 
transform day-fresh seafood and 
seasonal products into exciting 
and delicious dishes.

WILDE ZWIJNEN

JAVAPLEIN 23 
AMSTERDAM
+31  (0)20 463 3043
@wildezwijnenrestaurant 

A modern Dutch kitchen to us 
means: ingredients from Dutch 
soil and preferably from the regi-
on. We cook in season, vegetarian 
and, as much as we possible with 
sustainable fish and game.



DRINK 
SPOTS 

@bar_parry @canvasopde7e @cafe_parlotte

BAR PARRY 

1e Looiersdwarsstraat 15
1016 VM Amsterdam
+31 (0)20 334 8578
@bar_parry

Wine bar in the centre of 
Amsterdam. Here we serve nice 
small dishes, charcuterie and 
cheese with a nice glass of wine.

CANVAS

Wibautstraat 150
1091 GR Amsterdam
+31 (0)20 2612 110
@canvasopde7e

Canvas, the place to take a breath 
of the early morning air or gaze 
at the late night city lights. The 
place for the first bite or the last 
cocktail and everything in 
between. The Canvas can be 
blank, make it what you will.

CAFE PARLOTTE

Westerstraat 182
1015 MR Amsterdam
+31 6 2530 5030
@cafe_parlotte

Beautiful wines, delicious food, 
but most of all a good 
atmosphere for the perfect night.

POESIAT & 
KATER

Polderweg 648
1093 KP Amsterdam
+31 (0)20 333 1050
@brouwerijpoesiatenkater

Poesiat & Kater is a beer 
brewery in Amsterdam east.



 

SHOPPING 
SPOTS 

9 STRAATJES 
STRAAT 

Amsterdam 
 
Four canals and three streets 
full of picturesque monuments, 
endless restaurants, but also 
absolutely authentic shops.

UTRECHTSE 
STRAAT 

Utrechtsestraat
Amsterdam 
 
 
The long street that connects 
Amsterdam Center with the 
beginning of the Pijp is perfect 
for high-quality shopping.

HAARLEMMER
STRAAT

Haarlemmerstraat
Amsterdam
 
 
The hip and quirky 
Haarlemmerstraat is perfect 
for strolling and shopping.

DE BIJENKORF 

Dam 1
1012 JS Amsterdam
+31 (0)20 808 9333
@debijenkorf 

At De Bijenkorf you will find 
everything you need. The 
beautifull store in the centre 
of amsterdam has over 500 
brands.

P.C. 
HOOFTSTRAAT

P.C. Hooftstraat
Amsterdam
 
 
The luxury shopping street in 
Amsterdam South. 

@debijenkorf @debijenkorf


